1 The underlying theoretieal framework and terminology of this paper are indebted to the Three World Model developed by K. Syreeni (for a eonvenient deseription, see K. Syreeni & M. Myllykoski, "Text, Ideology, and Conerete Reality in the Gospels: A Three World Model for Hermeneutieal Exegesis" fortheoming in ANRW 11.26,4). Syreeni's model provides a heuristie tool for exegetieal analysis by making a distinetion between the "text-world", "symbolie world" and "eonerete world" of the gospels (or any other text under hermeneutie serutiny). The influenee of the model on the present paper ean be seen in the attempt to make distinetions between the literary phenomena (e.g., the funetion of John in the "narrative" of Q), the symbolie world (the symbolizing and mythmaking proeess attaehed to John and Jesus in the text), and the eonerete social and historical situations (the movements around John and Jesus). one such piece of construction, John the Baptist, and particularly his preaching as reported in Q 3. The Baptist undoubtedly is a figure of importance both in Q and in the history of the earliest Christianity. Therefore any progress achieved in understanding the message and function of John the Baptist in Q will inevitably have its effects on the reconstruction of the nascent movements around John and Jesus, and ultimately on the history of these figures themselves. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the importance of the Q research to such crucial issues by making John's preaching the focal point. As I hope to able to demonstrate, in spite of the vast number of treatises on the Baptist, this partieular question has not been duly raised in research.
The Consensus
The great majority of scholars take it for granted that the sayings preserved at the beginning of Q (3:7-9, 16-17) are essentially of Baptist provenance, although a slight Christian modification of John's preaching of the Coming One is usually suggested. The characterization by C. H. H. Scobie still represents a consensus among scholars:
There can be little doubt that the keynote of John's teaching and preaching was the proclamation of the imminent approach of the end of days and of the judgement. This is evident from John's sayings preserved in Q, with their vivid pictures of the vipers fleeing the wrath to come, the tree about to be cut down, and the separating of the wheat from the chaff. 2 Q's description of John as a fiery preacher of the apocalyptic judgment and as a prophetie figure in his own right (cf. Q 7:30-35) seems indeed more primitive and original than the portrayal of Mark, who presents the Baptist as the less independent forerunner
